Wendland Flat Skylight

Noise reducing glass reduces
noise by up to 34dB

Edge-to-edge glass for a modern look

Slim aluminium surround blends
seamlessly with glass

Fineline plasterboard trim for
a neat internal finish

‘Click-fit’ clips for quick fitting
first time, every time

Double seal gaskets with high
compression, so seal won’t
degrade over time

Fully insulated frame with ‘Warm Frame’
technology with U-Value of 1.2

High quality at low prices

Edgeless Flat Skylight

Add more light to your extension
Bringing plenty of light into your new
room, Wendland flat skylights are the
ideal solution for your home extension.
With a choice of clear and blue glass
options, Wendland flat skylights can be
designed to bring a personalised feel to
the room below.

pollution, while letting the maximum
amount of light enter your room.

Your own space

Also, using its fast to install ‘click fit’
system, it also comes with the option of
a pre-manufactured kerb, providing the
highest quality and thermal efficiency.

Standard colours: Black, white, grey (bespoke colours available on request)

The highly thermally efficient glazing
will help reduce heat loss and noise
Feature

Blue

Clear

Light transmission: % of light
transmitted through the glass

41%

74%

Solar rejection: The proportion of
the sun’s heat that is rejected

74%

48%

U-Value

1.0

1.0

Toughened
Argon filled cavity

Flood your home
with light
A Wendland flat skylight is the perfect
choice for an extension or orangery –
flooding the room below with daylight
to create a living space that is bright
and airy.
The beauty of the Wendland flat skylight
is in its simple design. It blends well with
modern homes but can also sit well
within a more traditional setting. The
unique design features edge-to-edge
glass for a modern look – meaning that
from the inside, you see only the sky
above.

Edge-to-edge glass
for more light

Warm edge spacer

A relaxing space

Specialist roof glass

The Wendland flat skylight offers excellent
noise reduction properties, meaning that the
room below will be a peaceful space to enjoy,
no matter what’s going on outdoors.

Guaranteed for 10 years

Wendland flat skylights can be supplied
with a choice of clear and blue glass

With a U-Value of just 1.2 the Wendland flat
skylight is extremely energy efficient, and you
can upgrade to an insulated kerb option that
helps avoid condensation - extra important
in a kitchen where heat levels can change
quickly.

Sizes: The Wendland flat skylight is
designed to provide the maximum
in uninterrupted sightlines and is
available in a number of square or
rectangular sizes.

600mm
600cm

1200cm
1200mm

MAX SIZE

Internal sizes range from 600mm x
600mm up to 2500mm in length.

2500cm
2500mm

1. 4° pitch for optimum performance
Clear

Blue

Noise reducing capabilities up to 34dB.
Clear glass G-Value 0.5, blue glass
G-Value 0.3.

2. Weathering tape for double
waterproofing on joints

10-year
guarantee

High quality at low prices

Fast ‘click-fit’
installation

Noise reducing
properties

PC: WFSL
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3. Self-aligning internal reinforcement
for fast installation
4. Tilt fillet for optimum membrane
run off

High thermal
performance: U-Value
of just 1.2

MIN SIZE

Kerb: The optional kerb is factory assembled and delivered in one piece to reduce
time on site.

You can relax before your flat skylight is
installed, as the Wendland flat skylight is a
‘Click to fit’ design and faster to install than
other skylights, so there’s minimal disruption
to your home during the installation.

Ideal for flat roof
extensions or
orangeries

600mm
600cm

4

5. Fully welded mitred frame means
you can install the skylight and
waterproof it later
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